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Abstract
Ultra-wideband (UWB) is a promising technology that
can support high data rate communication for future Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs). To provide high
throughput in UWB networks, we proposed a general framework for CSMA/CA based MAC protocol previously [17]. In
this framework, multiple upper layer packets can be assembled into a single burst frame at the MAC layer, which can
significantly improve the throughput performance by reducing overheads. Nevertheless, the burst assembly procedure
may introduce extra packet delay, which is undesirable for
some applications. In this paper, we address the performance issue in the burst-frame-based MAC protocol. In
particular, we develop an analytical model to evaluate the
delay performance of the burst-frame-based MAC protocol
under unsaturated conditions. Our delay analysis is unique
in that we consider the end-to-end packet delay, which is
the duration from the epoch that a packet enters the queue
at the MAC layer of the transmitter side to the epoch that
the packet is successfully received at the receiver side. The
analytical results give excellent agreement with the simulation results, which represents the accuracy of our analytical
model. The results also provide important guideline on how
to set the parameters of the burst assembly policy. Based
on these results, we develop an efficient adaptive burst assembly policy so as to optimize the throughput and delay
performance of the burst-frame-based CSMA/CA protocol.

1 Introduction
In the past few years, ultra-wideband (UWB) technology has been studied extensively in both academia and industry [23, 35]. UWB communication systems can provide
high data rates (> 100 Mb/s) in a short range (generally less
than 10 m) with an extremely small power emission (less

than −41 dBm/MHz according to FCC [1]). These features
make UWB the leading candidate for the next generation
wireless personal area networks (WPANs) [13, 14]. Since
high data rate applications such as HDTV are expected to
be the killer applications for WPANs in the near future, we
consider only high data rate UWB networks in this paper.
A major challenge in the design of high throughput
UWB networks is how to mitigate overheads of both the
physical layer and the medium access control (MAC) layer.
From the MAC layer perspective, the overheads includes
packet retransmission, control messages, and various interframe-spacing. From the physical layer perspective, the
major source of overhead is timing acquisition [19, 21, 23],
which is the process that a receiver adjusts its clock so that
the receiver can determine the boundary of transmitted symbols. In practice, timing acquisition is usually performed
by sending a preamble before information bits [13, 14]. Depending on the receiver design, the duration of a preamble varies from tens of micro-seconds to tens of milliseconds [3]. Evidently, for high data rate applications, the
overheads will significantly reduce the efficiency of UWB
networks [23] 1 .
To efficiently utilize channel data rate, a number of
schemes [17, 31–33] have been proposed recently; these
schemes are based on the carrier sense multiple access
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) protocol, which is
the most popular MAC scheme in wireless networks. 2 A
common feature of these schemes is to transmit multiple
packets in a burst, instead of transmitting them individually. With packet aggregation, the overheads can be significantly reduced, and thus the throughput can be substantially improved. Because of the effectiveness of the packet
aggregation approach, it has also become a consensus in
1 It is important to note that similar situations also exist in other high
data rate networks, for example, in the next generation wireless local area
networks (WLANs) [25].
2 CSMA/CA has been standardized in IEEE 802.11 for WLANs and is
also a basic component in IEEE 802.15.3 [2], which is a standard for high
data rate WPANs.
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the design of next generation WLANs. In the latest conference (Nov. 2004) of IEEE 802.11n working group [25],
burst-frame-based MAC protocols have been included in all
leading proposals, for example, in TGnSync [26] (which received 73.7% votes in the standard body) and WWiSE [29]
(which received 64.7% votes).
Since the burst-frame-based protocol is expected to become the essential component of MAC schemes in the
next generation wireless networks, it is crucial to analyze
the performance of the protocol under various traffic conditions. In our previous study [18], we have developed
an unsaturated throughput analysis for a burst-frame-based
CSMA/CA protocol, which shows that the proposed protocol can significantly improve the throughput performance
by reducing overheads.
In this paper, we further study the delay performance of
the burst-frame-based MAC protocol, since the burst assembly procedure may also introduce extra packet delay, which
is undesirable for many applications. In addition, we address how to achieve the optimum throughput and delay performance through appropriately setting the burst assembly
policy.
In our delay analysis, unlike all existing studies, we define the end-to-end delay as the time duration from the time
epoch that a packet enters the queue at the source node to the
epoch that the packet is successfully received. This means,
the queueing delay is included in our analysis while only
successfully received packets are considered. To the best of
our knowledge, such kind of delay analysis has never been
theoretically investigated in the literature. It is worthy noting that our model can be directly applied to the latest IEEE
802.11n CSMA/CA protocol with packet aggregation, and
can also be applied to the classic IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA
protocol, which can be viewed as a special case of the burstframe-based MAC protocol.
Extensive simulation and numerical results show that,
the propose analytical model is quite accurate in most cases.
We also observe that, with an appropriate setting of the burst
assembly policy, the burst-frame-based MAC protocol can
significantly improve both the throughput performance and
the average end-to-end delay performance. These results
motivate us to develop an adaptive burst assembly policy
such that the delay and throughout performance can both be
optimized.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first
provide an overview of related works in Section 2. We
then briefly describe the burst-frame-based MAC protocol
in Section 3. In Section 4, we analyze the unsaturated delay performance of the proposed MAC protocol. Simulation
and numerical results are shown in Section 5, followed by
the enhanced burst assembly policy in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related Works
2.1

MAC Protocols for UWB Networks

The UWB MAC design issue has been studied in a number of previous works [8, 9, 15, 16, 22]. However, we note
that the overhead problem was only considered in a few
studies [9, 15].
In [15], the authors provided several CSMA/CA based
MAC protocols for UWB ad hoc networks. An important assumption in this work is that the UWB communications system can provide multiple channels through different time-hopping (TH) codes. To reduce the timing synchronization overhead, the authors proposed a link maintenance scheme in which the data channel is maintained by
transmitting low-rate control packets when there is no data
packet to transmit. Although the link maintenance scheme
can achieve good performance in the simulation, there are
some critical issues unclear. One of the main issues is
that it is not clear how a node can assign a TH code for
its data channel in a distributed manner, such that existing
data channels are not compromised by the interference of
the new code. Another potential problem is that the link
maintenance scheme will increase the transmission time of
the transmitter, thereby introducing extra interference and
reducing the battery life.
In [9], the authors studied the impact of long synchronization time on the performance of CSMA/CA and TDMA
schemes used in UWB networks. It has been shown that
in many scenarios CSMA/CA performs better than TDMA.
However, the paper did not provide solutions to mitigate the
timing acquisition problem.
To reduce the timing acquisition overhead, we recently
proposed a general framework for high data rate UWB
MAC protocols [17]. The key idea of the framework is to
assemble multiple upper layer packets into a single burst
frame at the MAC layer; thus the overhead can be significantly reduced. In Section 3, we will provide a summary
for the framework.
It is important to note that the framework in our previous study is based on the well-known CSMA/CA, which
has also been assumed in a number of previous work for
UWB networks [9, 15] and which is a basic component in
IEEE 802.15.3 [2]. In the literature, the main concern for
CSMA/CA based protocols in UWB networks is whether
the physical layer can efficiently provide carrier sense. Although the detail technologies are still not available publicly, we notice that both [13] and [14] claim that the carrier
sense requirement can be fulfilled 3 . Nevertheless, as we
mention earlier, the burst-frame-based CSMA/CA protocol
3 In [13] and [14], the carrier sense requirement is defined as the receiver CCA performance, where CCA stands for clear channel assessment.

has been widely accepted for the next generation WLANs
[25].

2.2

Performance Analysis for CSMA/CA

The delay performance of CSMA/CA protocols, particularly IEEE 802.11, has been analyzed in several recent
studies [5–7, 20, 27, 28, 34]. In [5, 6], the authors derived
the average MAC service time under saturated traffic condition, in which the MAC service time is the duration from
the epoch that the packet is to be transmitted to the epoch
that the transmission attempt is finished, regardless whether
the packet is received or not (a packet may be dropped at
the transmitter side after the transmitter has tried a certain
number of transmissions). In addition, their model does not
consider the queueing delay at the transmitter side and only
applies to the saturated condition.
In [7], Chen et al. proposed an approach to calculate
the MAC service time under unsaturated condition. Their
analysis is based on the assumption that the MAC service
system does not depend on the queue status. Although this
assumption can simplify the analysis, it may not be valid in
practice. To calculate the average delay of the queue, [7]
uses a classic M/G/1 model, in which the mean and variance of the MAC service time are required. To avoid the
complexity of analysis, the authors obtained the variance of
MAC service time through simulation.
Recently, [27] developed an approximate model to evaluate the queue behavior of IEEE 802.11. The model is based
on a G/G/1 queue; but an M/M/1 model is applied to estimate the probability that a node is busy. Consequently, the
analytical results have a large derivation from the simulation results. A better approximation of the probability that a
node is busy was provided in [28]; however, the results are
still not accurate under moderate and high traffic load. Note
that both the M/G/1 model and the G/G/1 model assume that
the queue size is infinite, which may not be realistic and can
lead to an infinite delay if the incoming traffic load is high
(even if the load/utilization is much less than 1).
The models in [34] and [20] are similar in that both of
them are based on the M/G/1/K queueing model. The difference between them is how to achieve the MAC service time
distribution. Specifically, [20] uses a Markov-modulated
general -distribution to model the service time distribution,
while in [34] the service time distribution is directly calculated through a transfer-function approach.
To summarize the unsaturated delay analysis in existing
works, we first note that the delay performance under burstframe-based CSMA/CA protocol has not been addressed.
Moreover, we notice that the delay in these analyses is defined as the duration from the epoch that the packet enters
the queue to the epoch that the next transmission can be initiated. Clearly, this definition does not consider the fact that

the delay of a successfully received packet will generally be
smaller than the delay of a packet that is not successfully delivered. This is because in the later case, the packet must be
re-transmitted for a pre-defined number of times before it is
dropped; and the dropped packets should not be considered
in the calculation of average end-to-end delay.

2.3

Performance Analysis for Bulk/Batch
Service Queueing System

Besides the analysis for CSMA/CA, the delay performance of some bulk (batch) service systems has also been
studied in the literature [10–12, 24]. However, we note that
all these analyses assume that the service time distribution
does not depend on the size of the batch, which is not applicable to our study, in which the service time of a burst
frame depends on the number of packets in the burst and
the method of channel access (e.g., RTS/CTS).

3 A Burst-Frame-Based MAC Protocol
In this section, we first summarize the framework in [17].
We then briefly describe a burst-frame-based MAC protocol
within the framework.

3.1

A Framework for High Data Rate
UWB MAC

The main idea of the framework is to aggregate multiple
upper-layer packets into one burst frame at the MAC layer.
Compared to the traditional approach, in which each upperlayer packet is delivered individually, transmitting multiple
upper-layer packets in one frame will significantly reduce
the overheads of physical layer and MAC layer.
The framework consists of five major components. The
first component is a packet classification policy that determines how to classify incoming upper-layer packets according to their destination and quality of service (QoS) requirements.
The second component is a buffer management policy
that provides QoS and/or fairness among different flows.
With this policy, each queue in the system can be controlled
through a number of parameters, for example, the maximum
number of packets in the queue, the maximum value of the
total length of all packets in the queue, and the arrival time
and the expected departure deadline of each packet.
The third component is a packet assembly policy that determine how to assemble packets into a burst frame, which
should take into account synchronization overhead, physical layer constraints, QoS, and fairness among different
nodes. For example, we can define the maximum and minimum size of a burst frame, the maximum and minimum
number of packets in a burst, delay constraints that could

trigger a burst assembly, and the destinations of packets in a
burst (a burst may include packets to different destinations
if an omni-directional antenna is used in the system).
The fourth component is an acknowledgement policy
that specifies the acknowledgement procedure at the receiver side. For instance, if a burst contains packets to multiple destinations, then the destination nodes must be able to
coordinate their ACK messages. Another important policy
is to indicate the delivery status of each packet in a burst to
avoid the retransmission of the whole burst if transmission
errors occur.
The last component is a packet error control policy,
which describes the method to mitigate packet errors.
In summary, our framework provides a guideline to design MAC protocols for high data rate UWB networks.

3.2

A Burst-Frame-Based MAC Protocol

To facilitate the discussion in the following sections, we
define a burst-frame-based MAC protocol as the following.
In this protocol, we consider only one quality-of-service
(QoS) class of traffic for each destination, i.e., all packets
for the same destination have the same QoS requirements.
Incoming packets are first classified based on its destination, and then put into a corresponding packet queue. Suppose there are N nodes in an ad hoc network; then we can
implement N − 1 packet queues in each node, where the
N − 1 queues are used for buffering packets destined to
other N − 1 nodes. For each queue, we use tail-dropping
when there is a buffer overflow.
A burst frame will be generated if the total number of
packets in the queue exceeds a threshold B min and the
server is idle (i.e., there is no other burst waiting for transmission). In addition, we assume that the total number of
packets in a burst must be smaller than or equal to a preset
value Bmax . In this protocol, we require that all the packets
in a burst frame have the same destination so that most existing functions of IEEE 802.11 can be re-used. To achieve the
fairness among destinations, a simple round-robin scheme
will be employed for the N − 1 queues in a node. When
a burst assembly is finished, the burst frame will be stored
in a buffer and waiting for transmission. If a burst frame is
correctly received, the receiver will send one ACK frame to
the transmitter.

4 Unsaturated Delay Analysis
In this section, we develop an analytical model to evaluate the end-to-end delay performance of the MAC protocol. Here we define the end-to-end delay of a packet as the
time duration from the epoch that the packet arrives at the
MAC layer of the source node to the epoch that the packet
is successfully received by the MAC layer of the destination

node. Note that we only consider the delay of packets that
are successfully received.
The organization of this section is as follows. We first
provide an overview for the unsaturated throughput analysis in our previous study [18]. We then discuss a general relationship between the steady-state probability distributions of the buffer condition at the packet arrival time
and the packet departure time, for a G/G [Bmin ,Bmax ]/1/K
queue. Based on this relationship, we then derive the average queueing delay of the M/G [Bmin ,Bmax ]/1/K queue. Finally, we analyze the average end-to-end delay of a packet.

4.1

Unsaturated Throughput Analysis

In the unsaturated throughput analysis in our previous
study [18], we assume that packet arrivals in each node
follow a Poisson process with the same rate λ; and that
there is no packet transmission error due to bit errors.
We consider the whole MAC system at any node as an
M/G[Bmin ,Bmax ]/1/K queue, where K is the capacity of the
queue and the superscription [B min , Bmax ] means that the
total number of packets in a burst is an integer in the range
of [Bmin , Bmax ]. To analyze this queue, we assume that
the service time is a multiple of a pre-defined time unit, denoted as τ ; and that the service time distribution, denoted as
qbi = Pr[service time=iτ |b packets in the burst], is known.
To analyze the MAC service time, we first derive the
probability that a node is idle at any time instance, which
is denoted as pI , from the queueing analysis. Similar to
[4], we partition the continuous time axis into slots, where
two consecutive slots are delimited by the event of a value
change in the backoff counter. Note that in the n-th slot with
length Xn , the duration that the service is busy (denoted
as Xn ) will be smaller than X n if the node has no burst
to transmit. We can then formulate an embedded Markov
chain at the end of every slot. With the probability of p I , we
obtain the probability of transmission and collision in each
slot, which is similar to the saturated analysis in [4, 30].
By using a transfer-function approach similar to [34], we
can derive the probability generating function (PGF) of q bi ,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, H(z) denotes the PGF
of Xn if current node backs off; C b (z) denotes the PGF of
Xn if a burst transmission fails in the slot and one of the
collided burst has b packets; S b (z) denotes the PGF of X n
if a burst transmission succeeds in the slot and the burst has
b packets.
Finally, the throughput performance is calculated
through a recursive algorithm. Particularly, we initialize p I
as 0, which is the saturated condition. After calculating the
PGF of the service time, we update p I through the queueing
analysis. Although the convergence of the recursive algorithm has not been proved, the algorithm always achieves
convergence in our numerical calculations.
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Figure 1. Service system diagram.

4.2

Relationship between the Arrival and
Departure Steady-State Distributions
in a G/G[Bmin ,Bmax ]/1/K Queue

Let ξ(t) be the state of a G/G[Bmin ,Bmax ]/1/K queueing
system at time t and
ξ(t) ∈ S = {I0 , I1 , · · · , IBmin −1 , A0 , A1 , · · · , AK }

in [0, t] such that the state of the queue is s just before the
arrival. We can then derive E s (t) and Ds (t) as follows.
EI0

= d0 (t),

EIk

= dk (t) + a(Ik−1 ) (t), 1 ≤ k ≤ Bmin − 1,

EA0

=

Bmax


where Ik means that the server is idle and there are k customers waiting in the queue; A k means that the server is
busy and there are k customers waiting in the queue. Let
αn and δn be the epoch of the n-th packet arrival and the nth burst departure, respectively. Similar to [12], we define
the following steady state probabilities:

• pas denotes the steady-state probability that ξ(α −
n ) = s,
s ∈ S;
• pes denotes the steady-state conditional probability that

ξ(α−
n ) = s, s ∈ S = S − {AK }, given that the queue
is not full, i.e. ξ(α−
n ) = AK .
The purpose of this section is to develop the relationship
between pdk , pas , and pes .

= d(Bmax +k) (t) + a(Ak−1 ) (t), 1 ≤ k ≤ K − Bmax
= aAk−1 (t), K − Bmax < k < K;
(3)

EAk
EAk
and

DIk
D Ak
D AK

• pdk denotes the steady-state probability that ξ(δ n− ) =
Ak , where t− is the epoch just before t;

Let Es (t) and Ds (t) be the total number of entrances and
departures of state s, s ∈ S, in [0, t]. For any queueing
system, we can claim that
(1)

where
⎧
ξ(0) = s and ξ(t) = s
⎨ 1
−1 ξ(0) =
 s and ξ(t) = s
∆s (t) =
⎩
0
Otherwise.

(2)

Now let dk (t) be the total number of departures in [0, t]
such that there are k packets in the queue just before the
departure; let a s (t), s ∈ S be the total number of arrivals

= a(Ik ) (t), 0 ≤ k ≤ Bmin − 1,
= a(Ak ) (t) + dk (t), 0 ≤ k ≤ K − 1
= dK .

(4)

With Eqs. (1), (3), and (4), we can derive the relationship
between as (t) and dk (t) as
aIk (t)

=

k


[dl (t) + ∆Il (t)] ,

l=0

aAk (t)

=

Bmax
+k

0 ≤ k ≤ Bmin − 1;
Bmin
k
−1

dl (t) +
∆Il (t) +
∆Al (t),

l=k+1

4.2.1 Analysis for Entrances and Departures of States

Ds (t) = Es (t) + ∆s (t)

dk (t) + a(I(Bmin −1) ) (t),

k=Bmin

aAk (t)

=

l=0

l=0

0 ≤ k ≤ K − Bmax ;
Bmin
K
k

−1

dl (t) +
∆Il (t) +
∆Al (t),
l=k+1

l=0

l=0

K − Bmax + 1 ≤ k ≤ K − 1. (5)
4.2.2 Relationship between p es and pdk

Let D(t) = ∀k dk (t) be
the total number of burst departure in [0, t]; let C(t) = ∀s∈S as (t) be the total number
of packets that enter the queueing system. Therefore, we
have
dk (t)
(6)
pdk = lim
t→∞ D(t)
and

as (t)
.
t→∞ C(t)

pes = lim

(7)

Notice that all packets that enter the queue will eventually leave the system through bursts. Therefore, the average
number of packets in a burst can be derived as
C(t) 
=
Bk · pdk .
E(B) = lim
t→∞ D(t)

epoch of arrivals. Therefore, with Eq. (12), we can calculate the average number of packets in the queue, denoted as
Nq , through
B

K

min −1

(8)

N =
q

k=0

1
as (t)
×
.
= lim
t→∞ D(t)
E(B)


1
pdl
×
E(B)
k

=

(10)

l=0

peAk

=

min(K,k+Bmax )



1
×
E(B)

pdl

(11)

l=k+1

4.2.3 Relationship of p es and pas
Let A(t) be the total number of packet arrivals in [0, t].
Then, for any s ∈ S  , we have

4.4

Queueing
Delay
of
M/G[Bmin,Bmax ] /1/K Queue

t→∞

the

E(B)
C(t)
D(t)
=1−
× lim
(13)
t→∞
λt
λ
t

Since the calculation of lim t→∞
[18], we have

D(t)
t

λT +
s

Bmin
−1

pdk

Nq
λ × (1 − paAK )

(16)


Let qbi
be the steady state probability that the burst service time is iτ , given that there are b packets in the burst
and that the packet is successfully received. Let T a be the
average service time of a successfully received packet. Similar to the calculation of the average service time in [18], we
have


K



pdk
qB
× (iτ ) .
(17)
Ta =
ki
k=0

Now denote

Q b (z)

∀i


the PGF of qbi
, which is

Qb (z) =




z i · qbi
.

(18)

i



M
m


1
−
p
m
Qb (z) =
Sb (z)
Hi (z)
(pCb (z))
1 − pM+1
m=0
i=0
(19)
where
Wi −1
1 
[H(z)]i
(20)
Hi (z) =
Wi j=0

4.5

End-to-end Delay

has been derived in

E(B)

PAaK = 1 −

×(1−paAK )+K×paAK

Following [18], we can derive

We first derive the packet loss probability for the
M/G[Bmin ,Bmax ] /1/K queueing system. Since packet arrivals are a Poisson process with rate λ, we have
PAaK = 1 − lim

k·

The Average Service Time for a Successfully Received Packet

as (t)
C(t)
= pes × lim
= pes ×(1−paAK ) (12)
t→∞ A(t)
t→∞ A(t)

where paAK is the packet blocking probability.


peAk

k=0

Tq =

pas = lim

4.3

+

K−1


(15)
Finally, using the Little’s Law, we can calculate the average queueing delay of a packet by

(9)

With Eq. (5) and Eq. (9), and notice that ∆ s (t) can only
be 0, ±1, we can finally get
peIk

k·

peIk

k=0

where Bk is the number of packets in the first burst after a
burst departure, before which the state of queue is A k .
From Eq. (7) and Eq. (8), we have
pes



(14)

· (Bmin − k)

k=0

where T s is the average burst service time, which can also
be derived as in [18].
Based on the Poisson arrivals see time average (PASTA)
property, we know that the steady state queue length distribution is equivalent to the queue length distribution at the

We now consider the timing in a slot that has a successful
burst transmission, shown in Fig. 2. 4 From Fig. 2, we can
observe that, X n is larger than Yn , where Yn is defined as
the duration between the start of the RTS frame and the end
of the DATA frame. Particularly, the difference between X n
and Yn , denoted as T o , can be calculated by
T o = Xn −Yn = TSIF S +TDIF S +Tsync +
4 Here

we ignore the propagation delay.

1
(LP H +LACK )
R
(21)

preamble

physical frame header
MAC frame header

RTS frame

SIFS

CST frame

MAC frame payload

SIFS

SIFS

ACK frame

DIFS

• Packet arrivals to any node i are a Poisson process with
the same rate λ (packets/s). We further define the incoming traffic load as
ρ=

N × 8000 × λ
Erlang
R

X’n

where 8000 is the packet size in bits.
Figure 2. Timing in a slot of successful transmission with the RTS/CTS access scheme.

Table 1. Setting of the MAC protocol.
Minimum contention window size
8
Maximum contention window size
256
σ
2 µs
SIFS
1 µs
DIFS
5 µs
Retry limit
4
Access scheme
RTS/CTS
Packet size
1000 Bytes
Buffer size
50 packets

where TSIF S denotes the time duration of SIFS, T DIF S denotes the time duration of DIFS, T sync denotes the synchronization time, L P H denotes the length of physical frame
header in bits (excluding the synchronization preamble),
and LACK denotes the length of ACK frame in bits.
Finally, the average end-to-end delay T d can be achieved
by
T d = T q + T a − T o,
(22)
where T q and T a can be calculated by Eq. (16) and (17),
respectively.

5 Numerical and Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the delay performance of the
burst-frame-based MAC protocol through simulation and
analysis. The settings of experiments are summarized in
Table 1.
In addition, we also make the following assumptions:
• All nodes are located in a 10 m × 10 m area.
• There are no bit errors in transmission.
• The synchronization time T sync is identical for all
messages.
• Except the preamble portion, all data fields in a frame
(including physical header and MAC header) are transmitted with channel data rate R.

For the analysis, we let the time unit be τ = σ, let the
maximum service time be 60000 time units, and run the
recursive algorithm described in [18] until the result converges.
Figure 3 shows various performance metrics versus incoming traffic load for two burst assembly policies: 1) [Bmin , Bmax ] = [1, 1] (benchmark) and 2)
[Bmin , Bmax ] = [1, 10]. Here we assume that N = 10,
R = 100 Mb/s, and Tsync = 10µs, where Tsync = 10µs is
a typical assumption in UWB networks [13, 14]. Fig. 3(a)
and 3(b) show that policy 2 can significantly improve both
the throughput and the delay performance, especially when
the traffic load is high. From Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), we also
observe that the throughput and delay performance of the
benchmark policy become saturated if the traffic load is
high. Particularly, under the benchmark policy, the throughout is saturated if the load is larger than 0.52; the delay increases sharply when the load increases from 0.5 to 0.7 and
gradually increases if load is greater than 0.7. In contrast,
the average end-to-end delay under policy 2 increases much
slower.
To better understand the delay performance of these two
policies, we plot the queueing delay versus load, and the
service time for successfully received packets versus load in
Fig. 3(c) and 3(d), respectively. We can see that T q < T a if
the load is less than 0.5, while T q > T a if the load is greater
than 0.5. That is, for both policies, the queueing delay T q
is dominant in the end-to-end delay (see Eq. (22)) when the
load is high, while the service time T a contributes the most
in the end-to-end delay when the load is small.
We show the probability of a full buffer versus traffic
load in Fig. 3(e). It can be observed that the packet loss due
to buffer overflow is negligible when the load is small for
both policies. For policy 1, we note that p aAK increases dramatically as soon as the throughput becomes saturated. For
policy 2, we see that the loss is much smaller than that of
policy 1, even if the load is very high. For example, under
policy 2, the probability of a full buffer is only 8% when
load is 1; in contrast, the probability is nearly 50% for policy 1 when load is 1. From Fig. 3, we also note that the
analytical results give excellent agreement with the simulation results under different traffic load.
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Figure 3. Performance versus incoming traffic load (N = 10, Tsync = 10 µs, R = 100 M b/s).

6 Enhanced Burst Assembly Policy
By using the simulation and analysis studies, we have
found that a non-adaptive burst assembly policy cannot perform well under different traffic loads. For example, if
we assume that Bmax is fixed, then a smaller B min (e.g.
Bmin = 1) will under-utilize the channel capacity if the
traffic load is high; on the other hand, a larger B min (e.g.
Bmin = Bmax ) will result in significant packet delay when
the traffic load is small. This observation motivates us to
design an adaptive burst assembly policy to optimize the
throughput and delay performance of the burst-frame-based
MAC protocol under different traffic loads.

busy if one of the following conditions holds.
1. The tagged node is sending or receiving a message.
2. The tagged node senses that there are signals transmitting through the channel.
3. The tagged node’s network allocation vector (NAV) indicates that the channel is reserved by an ongoing communication.

Adaptive Burst Assembly Policy

We let the channel be idle if none of the above conditions
is true. We then define the channel utilization ratio u as the
following
Tbusy
(23)
u=
Tbusy + Tidle

In this subsection, we propose a simple adaptive burst
assembly policy. In this protocol, we assume that B max is a
fixed value due to physical layer constraints, which is valid
in practice. The key idea of the policy is to keep B min as
small as possible when the traffic load is low and allow it to
increase convexly with the increase of the traffic load.
Apparently, if each node in the network knows the overall traffic load of the network, then the task can be easily
achieved. However, in an ad hoc network scenario, the overall traffic load information is not available. Therefore, we
introduce another parameter to represent the channel utilization.
From a tagged node’s perspective, we let the channel be

where Tbusy denotes the total amount of time that the channel is busy in a certain period of length T p , and Tidle denotes
the total amount of time that the channel is idle in the same
period. Clearly, T p = Tbusy + Tidle .
To measure the channel utilization ratio in a realistic
case, we can use exponential averaging method or Kalman
filtering method. In this paper, as the first step of our study,
we provide a simple algorithm as below.
Suppose the time axis is partitioned into intervals where
two consecutive intervals is delimited by an event that the
channel status changes from busy to idle. Let k be the index
of an interval, and let T busy (k) and Tidle (k) be the amount
of time that the channel is busy and idle, respectively, in the
k th interval. We also denote T busy (k) and T idle (k) as the

6.1

T busy (k) = (1 − wk ) × T busy (k − 1) + wk × Tbusy (k)
T idle (k) = (1 − wk ) × T idle (k − 1) + wk × Tidle (k)
(24)
where wk is an adjusting weight and is set to k1 in this study;
we set T busy (0) = T idle (0) = 0.
The channel utilization ratio until the k th interval can
then be defined by
T busy (k)
u(k) =
T busy (k) + T idle (k)

(25)
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Figure 4. Performance of the adaptive burst
assembly policy.

(26)

where B0 is the minimum possible burst size and α is an
adjusting parameter not less than 1, which can keep B min
convex to the channel utilization ratio.
The intuition of Eq. (26) is that, given the same B max
and traffic arrival rate, a larger B min will lead to a smaller
channel utilization ratio, and the smaller channel utilization
ratio will pull down B min . On the other hand, a smaller
Bmin will lead to a larger channel utilization ratio, and the
larger channel utilization ratio will pull up B min . Thus
Bmin will eventually convergence to a certain value through
the recursive process.

6.2

Bmin=1
Bmin=20
Bmin=Adaptive (alpha=5)
Bmin=Adaptive (alpha=7)

140

40

Similar to u(k), Bmin will also be updated in an recursive manner. Specifically, given the channel utilization ration u(k), the minimum burst size in the (k + 1) th interval
is defined as
Bmin (k + 1) = B0 + (u(k))α (Bmax − B0 ) ,

160

Average Delay (ms)

average busy time and the average idle time in an interval,
respectively, where k means being calculated up to the k th
interval.
T busy (k) and T idle (k) can then be calculated in a recursive manner by

Simulation Results

In this subsection, we evaluate the proposed adaptive
burst assembly policy through simulation. All settings are
basically the same as those in Section 5.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the performance of the proposed
adaptive burst assembly policy, where we assume N = 20,
R = 200 Mb/s, and Tsync = 100µs. In this experiment,
we set Bmax = 20 and compare four assembly policies: 1)
fixed Bmin = 1, 2) fixed Bmin = 20, 3) adaptive B min
with α = 5, and 4) adaptive B min with α = 7. We can observe from Fig. 4(a) that policies 2, 3, and 4 achieve larger
throughput than policy 1, under a traffic load larger than 0.1
Erlang. Fig. 4(b) shows that both adaptive policies can lead
to lower end-to-end delay in most traffic conditions and setting α = 7 can achieve the lowest delay performance. The
above results demonstrate that the proposed adaptive burst
assembly policy can provide better throughput and delay
performance, compared to the non-adaptive one.

7 Conclusions
In this paper, we studied the performance of a burstframe-based CSMA/CA protocol, which can significantly
improve the throughput performance of high data rate UWB
networks. Specifically, we developed an accurate analytical model to calculate the end-to-end delay under the burstframe-based CSMA/CA protocol. In this model, we consider the end-to-end delay from the epoch that a packet enters the queue at the transmitter node to the epoch that it is
successfully received by the receiver node, which has not
been studied theoretically in the literature. Extensive simulation and numerical results show that, the burst-framebased CSMA/CA protocol can significantly improve both
the throughput performance and the delay performance.
Our analytical results give excellent agreement with the
simulation results, which represents the accuracy of our analytical model. Our results also provide important guideline on how to set the parameters of the burst assembly policy. Based on these results, we developed an efficient adaptive burst assembly policy so as to optimize the throughput
and delay performance of the burst-frame-based CSMA/CA
protocol.
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